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The totally organized entrepreneur is all about outcome
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This is how to fast track careers by a focus on results with and through people. What does it take to stay 
on track, be fully engaged, motivated and inspired to continue to be the best you can be? What are the 
best-kept secrets that will fast track your career? How can you make that noticeable difference to stand out 
and be seen in order to accelerate your success at your office? What matters most to a rewarding career is 
a great end result of your actions, called outcomes. The key to success for anyone is to actually implement 
the proven action steps that generate the results you need along with a system for keeping on top of it and 
measuring your momentum. The second important step to success is that you must feel good about what 
you do and who you are doing it for. In other words, it is engagement with the company, your product, 
and people. A key driver to achieve these extraordinary results is based on an attribute called trust which 
becomes your behavior and your reputation. Here is how to achieve that with confidence, initiative, and 
commitment. This presentation outlines the eight key areas of focus and provides a link to the self-test 
tools and e-books to keep the momentum going. To be more successful, enjoy work and life more, get to 
your goals faster and with less stress, and help others to get there with you, then this session can be your 
tipping point.

Abstract

Executive Recruiter, establishing a consultant/referral partner 
office in England, owned and managed a 24 hour a day, 365 
days a year retail convenience store and gas bar business. In 
2016, he published his book: Why Trust Me? Making Trust Your 
Competitive Edge.
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